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Walter A. “Slim” Thorpe
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“I was an alcoholic with the first drink I took. My
alcoholism caused most of the problems in my life.”
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from addiction will join with friends
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and
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challenges of addiction.
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believe that recovery saves lives. We

Tom Lysyk,

envision a world in which recovery

Slim Thorpe Recovery Centre, 2014-2015, reflects on

from

the past year and gives some indication on where

addiction

is

a

common,

celebrated reality - a world where
individuals

will

not

experience
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the Thorpe Recovery Centre is going in the future.

shame when seeking help. We are

The Only Constant is Change

passionate about sharing our stories
of recovery in the hope of inspiring
others to join us on the rewarding yet
diverse path to wholeness. Together
we will demonstrate the power and

Long time counselor Sonja Harder looks over her life

22
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and describes what a large part TRC has played
both personally and professionally.

proof of recovery from addiction

It is the People that Give it Life
Faye Diacon gives us her perspective of TRC over
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the years she has been here.
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Addiction is abundant and treatment

Previously I mentioned a refreshing

remains

Canada.

of our organizational structure. I am

Statistics Canada reports that 1 in 10

extremely pleased to welcome to

Canadians, aged 15 and over report

our Management/Leadership Team,

symptoms consistent with alcohol or

Suzie LeBrocq as Clinical Director;

illicit drug dependency (2012). From

Carson Ryner as Program Manager;

those, 1 in 4 inquiries for services at

Stacey Stevens as Health & Wellness

the Thorpe Recovery Centre (TRC) are

Supervisor;

successful. There is a high demand

Nurse Supervisor.

for

unfortunately

Team will be hard at work continuing

the

the development of our strategic

75%

a

necessity

treatment,
cannot

Executive Director
Thorpe Recovery Centre

highlights of our past year as we
celebrate our 40th year of services.
2014 - 2015 has been an incredibly
busy and productive year with a focus
on Quality Improvement through a
Clinical Review, Strategic Planning
and a refresh of our organizational
In our mission to provide

client-centered, community based
addiction

treatment

services,

we

continue to evaluate our service
delivery in order to improve efficiencies
and outcomes in both Clinical and
Administrative departments.

minimal

and

Lori

Worthing

as

Our Leadership

healthcare funded beds or financial

direction,

support

beds.

training components consistent with

With the intent to increase access

the trends in addiction and providing

to our services, we are focusing on

substantial support to all staff at TRC.

for

fee-for-service

advocacy

and

implementing

stronger

the

development of alternate treatment

Our Governance Board continues to

options in the year ahead.

We

lead our organization into the future

continue to grow to meet the need for

with dedication and a strong focus

addiction treatment, yet the heart of

on betterment of resources. This past

our original 2 bed detoxification unit

year they participated in strategic

remains to be the core of our beliefs

planning and led efforts for our 40th

and vision.

Celebration occuring this September.
I continue to be so grateful for their

It is my pleasure to bring you the

structure.

but

access

government

Teressa
Krueckl

in

With the complexity of illicit drug use

volunteerism and commitment to TRC.

and co-occurring disorders, the cost
to deliver treatment rises.

Through

Lastly, I want to thank all former and

fundraising and grant applications,

current

TRC is striving to provide an integrated

funding

continuum of care which includes

volunteers for your drive, passion and

effective program delivery, highly

dedication to TRC. You have all made

trained

of

a difference in the over 12,000 people

therapuetic programs such as short-

we have touched over the last 40

term residential workshops.

years!

staff

fundraising

and

projects

a

variety

Current

include

staff,

Board

partners,

of

Directors,

donors

and

our

Health & Wellness Initiative that was
happily kicked off with a $19,800 grant
from the United Way of Lloydminster &
Area, Client Services Fund and Family
Program.
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The Foundation Builders

Walter A. “Slim” Thorpe
Walter Andrew “Slim” Thorpe was born

the problems in my life.” A chance

in Minnesota in 1894, the fifth child of

meeting with a local doctor changed

nine. He came to Saskatchewan on a

Slim’s life forever. The doctor took him

harvest excursion in 1911. Throughout

to his first Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)

his lifetime Slim had a number of

Roundup in Edmonton.

occupations

from

hired

hand,

Walter A. “Slim” Thorpe

auctioneer, cattle rancher, owner of a

“My drinking buddies had a big party

second hand store, opened a funeral

for me before I left,” Slim returned to

home which he would later sell to

Lloydminster a changed man. He was

He is a leader in the A.A. field and

Dave McCaw in the later 1960’s and

sober and would remain so for the rest

sincerely concerned for the welfare of

began Universal Industries.

of his life. Once home, he started the

all people who have a problem with

first chapter of Alcoholics Anonymous

addictions.”

1894 - 1984

The “Jack-of-all-Trades” also started a

in Lloydminster and devoted his life

Triple A baseball league in the 1950’s

to helping men and women with

With the first treatment centre opening

which would bring the village of

drinking problems.

in 1975, Slim and other members of
the AA community

Lloydminster a lot to cheer about.

began to see

Board

the results of all their hard work and

around

Chairman, during the announcement

40 years later the Thorpe Recovery

Lloydminster as a drinker who seldom

that the recovery centre would be

Centre is still working hard to help

drew a sober breath. In his own words...

named after Slim Thorpe, “Slim is

people on their journey to sobriety

“I was an alcoholic with the first drink

a legend insofar as the Alcoholics

and recovery.

I took. My alcoholism caused most of

Anonymous movement is concerned.

Said
Slim

Thorpe

was

known

Ray

Nelson,

Hospital

Over the years the demand for
treatment beds has increased.

To

meet this demand, Thorpe Recovery
Centre has gone through 2 expansion
programs. In 1988 the Thorpe moved
into it’s second location on the Alberta
side of Lloydminster and in 2012,
TRC moved to its current location in
Blackfoot, AB This 54,000 ft2 building
on 34 acres of land has allowed
Thorpe to expand the services that we
can provide our clients.
Through all of the changes over
Slim hosted AA meetings in his home every Tuesday evening.

the last 40 years what has always
remained constant since the very

4
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Recovery

to make the Thorpe a safe place to

Centre’s committment to improving

dig deep and meet head on the

the lives of the people who walk

challenges of addiction and give to

through our doors and by extension

the clients the tools necessary to live

their families and friends.

a sober life.

We have

always believed that each client
comes with an individual story and

Over the past 40 years we have seen

experience. During treatment we do

many miracles walk out through our

everything to honour each client’s

doors. Clients who are broken when

uniqueness through custom tailored

they arrive, leave with hope and

combinations of therapies designed

energy. They are committed to stay-

to unlock the greatest potential for

the-course and begin living their life in

healing and growth.

recovery.

All of us at Thorpe over the last 40

“ The Thorpe Recovery Centre helped

years whether a client, member of the

me see what I had to face in order to

clinical team, kitchen, maintenance

recover from my addictions and move

and administration staff, a society

forward with my life.”

member or member of the Board

Slim Thorpe at Grand Opening Banquet
celebrating the Thorpe Recovery Centre
in November 1975.

- Detox Alumni, 2014

of Directors have all worked hard

Thorpe Recovery Centre
Location 1 1975 - 1988

Thorpe Recovery Centre
Location 2 1988 - 2012

Walter A “Sim” Thorpe Recovery Centre Original Board of Directors
Back Row L to R: Ron Harris Sr., Peter Johnston, Alf Towner, Dr. Ron Nattress, Bill Rekrutiak
Front Row L to R: John Parker, Slim Thorpe, Ed Anderson, Angus Campbell

Thorpe Recovery Centre
Location 3 2012 - Present
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The Foundation Builders

RON HARRIS SR.
by Patricia Henry
with reflections from Ron Harris Jr. & Paul Harris

On October 8, 1975 the first client was admitted into
the Thorpe Recovery Centre. Lloydminster had one of
the first treatment centres in western Canada. Thanks
to a group of men and women who had remained
persistent on attaining the goal, had hearts for those
people suffering from addiction and who recognized
that there was a better way of doing things. Thorpe
Recovery Centre was then and is now a safe and
caring place where those suffering from substance
abuse can come to learn, be inspired and find the
tools to live life in recovery.

November, 1975 - Ron Harris - Grand Opening Banquet

In 1951, a 31 year old Ron Harris found

Eastern coast for submarines It was

to the border city. During their first

his way to sobriety through a man

during this time that a young lady

years in Lloydminster Florence gave

who had taken a special interest in

from Prince Edward Island caught

birth to two little girls, Kathy and

him and would be the first person

his eye.

Susan.

to walk him through the doors of

Florence MacInnis, whom he would

Alcoholic Anonymous (AA), that man,

eventually marry.

Ron had set his heart on

Walter A. “Slim” Thorpe. Slim himself

It was during this time that Ron began
to lose control of his drinking. Florence

had only found sobriety a year earlier

When the war ended in 1945, Ron

was heard to say on many occasions

when someone took him to his first AA

moved his wife and young son Ivan

that he rarely drew a sober breath.

meeting in 1950. Although neither

to Saskatoon and found work with a

She

men knew it at the time, their passion

local electrical company. In 1949 Ron

aggravated by Ron’s behaviour and

for

addiction

heard about a growing community

with her meager resources packed

would eventually grow into what is

west of Saskatoon that was in the

up her five children, put them on the

today the Thorpe Recovery Centre.

midst of an oil boom, Lloydminster.

train and traveled back to Prince

With the wish for a little adventure

Edward Island to her parent’s home.

Canadian

and the will to provide the best life

Some weeks later, Ron reached out to

the age of 19 in the

possible their children , Ron and

his wife and said that he had stopped

small town of Colonsay, SK and was

Florence packed up their growing

drinking and would she please come

stationed as a Flight Engineer on a

family which now included two more

home, back to Lloydminster. Florence

Catalina flying Boat patrolling the

sons Ron Jr. and Gordon and headed

had little belief that Ron had given up

Ron

helping

joined

Air Force at

6

people

the

in

Royal

became

disheartened

and
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drinking. He went on to tell his wife
that he had met Slim Thorpe and Slim
was teaching him about the sober
way of life.
The relationship between the two
men was special from the beginning.
At first glance it would seem that they
had nothing in common. Ron 31, with
a young family and Slim Thorpe 56
seemed to be at two totally different
stages of life. What initially brought
them together was a hit and run of 5
parked cars by Ron. During one of his
drunken states Ron hit the 5 parked

The Harris Family: Back R, L to R Ivan, Ron Jr., Gordon, Kathy, Susan Phillip.
Front R, L to R: Neil, Carl, Paul, Florence, Ron Sr, Marianne and Patrick.

cars and was in serious trouble with
no one to turn to for help or advice.
Ron thought about Slim, the town
drunk. How did that man get sober?
What was his secret?

Ron went

and found Slim and the two men
jumped into Slim’s car and headed
out toward Kitscoty.

Ron Harris and Slim Thorpe spoke to

moved into a new war time house.

the Hospital Board and talked to the

In Ron’s sobriety 6 more children

doctors and said “If they would take

were born:

Phillip, Neil, Carl, Paul,

an alcoholic into the hospital, we will

Marianne and Patrick. None of these

provide the manpower as members

6 children ever saw their dad drink.

of AA to sit with this individual during
the withdrawal periods for 24 hours a

That was the

start of an amazing, strong friendship
between the two men.

From that

point forward Ron would never take
another drink.

traveled back to Lloydminster and

As there were no

AA meetings in Lloydminster at the
time, the two would make regular
trips to Edmonton where the closest
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) meetings
were located. Together they brought
AA to Lloydminster. From that point
forward, by the grace of God and
the fellowship of AA, Ron learned to
live without alcohol -- one day at a
time.
Just before Christmas that year, after
many phone calls, Ron got on a plane
to Eastern Canada and brought his
family home with him. Together they

In the 50’s, 60’s and early 70’s it

day.” The board and the doctors took

was next to impossible to get an

this proposal under consideration

alcoholic who was going through

and eventually it was approved. So

withdrawal stages admitted into the

they would get a guy into the hospital

hospital. The reason being they were

and after a few days he would start to

often very uncooperative patients,

get some colour back in his cheeks.

pull out their IV’s, jumping out of

Shortly after he would be released

windows and just generally causing

and taken to some AA meetings by

all kinds of disruptions while at the

Ron, Slim and other members of the

same time going through the DTS,

Lloydminster AA.

tremors, nausea and body aches, the
physical side effects of coming out of
alcohol withdrawal. The staff at the
time didn’t feel qualified to handle

After a while he

would begin to feel better and slowly
his old ways of living and drinking
would start to creep back into his life.

the situations and it was stretching

At this point the journey would start

the resources of the ER department.

over again with Ron and Slim working

The two places that would take in

hard to get this individual back into

men and women struggling with

the hospital for what might be the

addictions were asylums and jail.

third, fourth or fifth time.

From this

7
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swinging door of alcoholics going in

moved into what was at the time

grow along spiritual lines. He wanted

and out of the hospital came the birth

considered a fully modern addictions

to make clear three pertinent ideas;

of the Thorpe Recovery Centre. “We

treatment centre.

Ron Harris was

“(a) That we were alcoholic and

need,” as Slim said, ”a place where

once again instrumental in getting

could not manage our own lives.

we can keep them longer, where

the support needed for this facility.

(b) That probably no human power

we can get some stuff in between
their two ears.” Slim often talked to
those first clients who were caught in
this never ending cycle telling them
“If you’re on the railway track don’t
you worry about the caboose.

It

doesn’t matter if that train is 33 cars
long or 133 cars long, by the time the
locomotive hits you it’s done, your
over, dead.” “It is the same as the
drinking thing” Slim would say “by
the time you take that first drink the

From this swinging
door of alcoholics
going in and out
of the hospital
came the birth

damage is already done.”

of the Thorpe

So again, Ron and Slim Thorpe

Recovery Centre.

began talking to the Hospital Board;
both the Alberta and Saskatchewan
governments, anyone that would
listen in order to get this treatment
centre off the ground. Ed Anderson

From those early years until 1995, Ron

would eventually become the first

Harris worked tirelessly on the board

chairman of the Thorpe Board and

of directors. In July of 1995 Ron Harris

also took part in many of those initial

Jr. was brought on as the Executive

meetings. Eventually the necessary

Director of the Thorpe Recovery

funding was put into place and in

Centre and his dad stepped off

1975 Lloydminster’s treatment centre

the board at that time to avoid any

moved into the main floor of the

conflict of interest, but he stayed

nurses’ residence, adjacent to the

actively involved as a volunteer for

Lloydminster Hospital.

the rest of his life.

Ron & Florence Harris

Ron Sr. loved to

come and talk with others dealing

could have relieved our alcoholism.

In the beginning the Thorpe Recovery

with

(c) That God could and would if He

Centre was a Detox with a few beds.

he

Once people began to feel a bit

powerful! Ron Harris Sr. identified with

better they could stay for some extra

those in treatment and explained

During his years of sobriety Ron

time in what would eventually be a 14

that without help it is too much for us.

Harris Sr. worked tirelessly with those

day treatment program. In February

He spoke from the heart with a real

individuals that came across his path

of 1988, the Thorpe Recovery Centre

spirituality and encouraged others to

who needed help with their addiction
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alcohol
knew

was

addiction
cunning,

-

which

baffling,

were sought.”1
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to alcohol. In his recollections, Ron

Recovery Centre to what it is today.

The AA “Big Book”, refers to men like

Jr., believed with conviction that his

“My Dad and Slim were cut from the

Slim and Ron Sr. This quote from the

dad would have gone to hell and

same cloth.

chapter called “Doctor’s Opinion”

back to save a fellow alcoholic’s

within AA and the Thorpe Recovery

describes them perfectly:

life.

Centre.

Whether on committees

believe in themselves and still more

occurrence to see someone sitting at

or making 12 Step calls each had a

in the power which pulls chronic

our kitchen table whether it is lunch or

caring, nurturing heart for the men

alcoholics back from the gates of

supper holding a cup of coffee with

and women who reached out for

hell.” 2

two hands violently shaking which is

help - even up to his last breath”, said

common in a person’s first few days

Ron Jr. “The night my Dad died he

1

of sobriety. As I think back, a lot of

was out late at night on an AA 12 Step

4th Edition, Page 60.

those old timers eventually would

call, coming to the aid of another

2

become society members of the

person still suffering that called for

4th Edition, Page XXVii.

Thorpe Recovery Centre and helped

help.”

“As children it was common

They worked tirelessly

“They

. Alcoholics Anonymous (Big Book),
. Alcoholics Anonymous (Big Book),

continue the vision of the Thorpe

Thank you to all of Our Sponsors who have helped
make our 40th Anniversary Celebrations Possible.

HOPE SPONSOR
Serenity Sponsors

COURAGE SPONSORS

Fountain Tire, Kevin & Sharon Eger,
Manners Farms Ltd.,
Lloydminster Water World,
May Cinema 6
Schiller & Associates Private
Wealth Management
UCG Universal Consulting Group Ltd.,
NewLife Community Church,
Harris Electric
Thank you to Verses Book Store & Cliff Rose
for Clothes for selling tickets.

Pancake
Breakfast

Ron & Florence Harris Family
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Canadian Addiction
Recovery Summit 2015
In January 27 & 28, 2015 the first ever Summit on Addiction
Recovery was hosted by the Canadian Centre on Substance
Abuse (CCSA) in Ottawa. “Stigma and misunderstanding will
surround people with substance abuse disorders, even though
we now know that addiction is a disease that can be prevented
and treated and from which people can and do recover, by
improving public awareness of this condition, we can help
make it easier for people battling this addiction to get the help
they need.” - Hon. Rona Ambrose, Federal Minister of Health.
Sadly, addiction in Canada is growing and no one is immune.
However, people are listening and the following document
was written as a result of this year’s Summit on Addiction and
Recovery.
National Committment to Recovery from the Disease of
Addiction in Canada.
VISION
•

Recovery is real, available, attainable and sustainable.

•

Recovery is an ongoing journey free of stigma and
discrimination.

•

Individuals, families, workplaces and communities are
celebrated for their perseverance and commitment to
recovery.

•

Recovery focused services and supports are based on
collaboration and partnership.

Along with this vision, the summit also produced six over
arching principles.
SIX PRINCIPLES

10

•

There are many pathways in recovery.

•

Recovery requires collaboration.

•

Recovery is a personal journey toward wellbeing.

•

Recovery extends beyond the individual.

•

Recovery is multidimensional.

•

Recovery involves everyone.

FALL 2015
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So, What Is the Difference Between

Sobriety & Recovery
We hear these two words a lot when talking

So now we have given up our addiction, we

about substance abuse and addiction, but

also have to do a lot of work on ourselves.

do we actually know the differences between

There is a lot of catching up to do. This is just

these two concepts?

the beginning.

Now, there is a big

We also have to recognize

difference between sobriety and recovery.

that we can’t do this alone. We have to start

You can’t be in recovery without being

taking part in a fellowship of people who walk

sober, but you can be sober without being

the walk, and talk the talk. We have to start

in recovery.

So what are the differences?

attending meetings on a regular basis...A

Entering and growing in recovery or working

sober person knows that the road to recovery

on sobriety is much different than abstinence,

is more than just saying to ourselves that today

simply stopping the use of drugs and alcohol.

we are abstaining...We realize that sobriety is
not a finite destination, but it is the journey of

Becoming sober is a process,

the rest of our lives.

not an event. Some people
enter treatment, complete

Let’s talk about Recovery...Recovery is working

it, and believe they are

through the issues that caused you to drink and

done; and that is not what

use drugs. It is also realizing that drugs and

it is. So let’s take a look at

alcohol were the solution to the problem and

the two...Let’s talk about

not the problem themselves...Recovery really

Sobriety...Sobriety really

means...healing. Recovery is all about learning

just means that you are

to love ourselves and others. It’s about finding

sober. You have made

peace.

a decision to not use...

continually striving to become a better person.

You have decided to

Recovery is all about owning up to our actions...

put your drug of choice

or rights and wrongs...it’s also about giving up

down.

the victim role. While we are in recovery we

about

Sobriety is just
changing

your

have to do some serious soul searching and we

and

using

have to start making amends to people that

drinking
habits.

While we are in recovery we are

Sober or clean

we have hurt along the way...I can only speak

really just means what

for myself, but saying I am sorry just doesn’t cut

the two words say...clean

it. How many times have we said we were sorry

and sober. In sobriety we

just so that we could manipulate the situation

recognize that we have

to try and get something out of it? We have

more

character

defects

to own it...and...mean it. Recovery offers you

than we could list and that

a lifelong, wonderful experience of giving your

our addiction has masked

life your best shot every day. Life isn’t about just

our inability to cope with and

not using on a daily basis, it is about having the

confront life as it is.

human experience that we call life!
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Concept & Development
By Ed Anderson

FUNDING
TREATMENT

A.A.

In the 60’s and 70’s,

DETOX

STAFFING

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
INVOLVEMENT
BUILDING

Lloydminster

Approximately half way through 1973

groups and Alcoholics Anonymous

Hospital was one of the very few

issues and concerns started to surface

(AA)

health care facilities which admitted

around the over use of outpatients

In December 6, 1973 an alcohol

alcoholics as inpatients.

at the emergency department by

seminar and information was held

people

featuring Dr. Saul Cohen, Medical

suffering

from

addiction.

about

treatment

options.

The Lloydminster’s Hospitals proactive

April 9, 1973, a local GP reviewed

Director with SADAC.

response to addictions came about

outpatient

utilization.

medical staff, nonmedical staff, the

largely because of the active roles

Statistics indicated 75% - 80% of visits

Hospital Board, various community

that Slim Thorpe, Ron Harris Sr. and

were not emergencies. The biggest

groups and representatives from the

other Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)

percentage was alcohol related.

local AA membership.

members committed to. Many of

So the question was what could we

presentations we knew we were on

these dedicated individuals would

do as a Hospital Board? There were

the right track and needed to pursue

sit with patients around the clock.

a lot of meetings with community

a treatment centre.

12

department

He talked to

After these
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A Building Ground and Equipment

The Detoxification Committee met

was introduced by Mr. Ray Nelson and

Committee (BGE) was formed and

on September 12, 1974 to review

outlined the progress of the Centre to

on January 1974 they provided The

the brief that had been presented

date. At the end of my presentation

Hospital

to the Hospital Board and set up a

Mr. Nelson announced the Centre

meeting with both commissions.

would be called the Walter A. “Slim”

about
for

Board
a

information

Detoxification

Lloydminster.

considered

with

committee

aspects

was elected by this group of six to

Thorpe Recovery Centre.

chair the Detoxification Committee.

Detoxification Centre, in particular,

We also had two options for the

SADAC named Angus Campbell and

the use of the nurses’ residence.

Hospital

for

AADAC named John Parker to the

In

the legal structure of the facility:

Thorpe Recovery Centre Board (TRC).

February,

of

I

a

early

all

The

Centre

1974,

four

Board

to

consider

representatives from Alberta Drug
Alcohol Commission (AADAC) were

The first meeting of the TRC Society
1.

in Lloydminster to look at the nurses
residence. They were very impressed.

2.

Incorporate under the Societies

was December 23, 1974. I was elected

Act.

chairman, Ron Harris Sr. Vice Chair

Saskatchewan Hospital Service

and Bill Rekrutiak Secretary Treasurer.

Plan.
The next step was to have informal

May of 1975 an ad was placed across

meetings with both commissions re:

An agreement was made to go with

Western Canada advertising for staff.

funding and programs. April 8, 1974

option no. 1. This would give many

54 applications were received with

Grant Webster, Executive Director

options for the new organization.

interviews being held on June 17

of SADAC indicated Saskatchewan

Also at that meeting a number of

and 18. The first staff of the TRC were

Hospital Services Plan is approving

us believed that the Centre should

the following: Alf Towner, Executive

in principle the detoxification centre

be named the “Walter A. ‘Slim’

Director, Dorothy Hill, Elaine Kondro,

for Lloydminster being an insurable

Thorpe

Pat Moskal, George Hougham and

service. This was very good news!

recommendation was presented to

Recovery

Centre.”

This

Lucille Hawkins.

the Hospital Board and all approved.
The community Ad Hoc Committee
chairman,

Mr.

and

The Hospital Board said that the

TRC was on October 8, 1975.

member Peter Johnston presented

Thorpe Recovery Board should be an

Grand Opening of the Centre was

a brief to BG&E Committee and the

eight member board - two Hospital

on November 7, 1975.

Hospital Board which was accepted

Board members, four at large and

JE “Bud” Miller and Miro Kwasnica

in principal and that a committee

one each from AADAC and SADAC

were very supportive throughout the

be appointed to investigate the

and the current six members of the

development of the Thorpe Recovery

establishment and funding for a

Ad Hoc Committee be the members

Centre. Note of interest, the TRC had

treatment centre.

of the Society.

The request then

145 clients go through the Centre

1974 the Hospital Board established

went to AADAC and SADAC for

from October 8,1975 to March 31,

a

their appointees.

1976,

Detoxification

Ron

Harris

The first client to be admitted to the

On August 12,
Centre

Liaison

Chairman of the

Committee to pursue this project.

Hospital Board, Mr. Ray Nelson, made

Those appointed to the committee

a request to the president of the

were: Ron Harris Sr., Peter Johnston,

Lloydminster Rotary Club asking if I

Bill Rekrutick, Ed Anderson, Dr. Ron

could come and update them on the

Nattress and Slim Thorpe.

Detox Centre on October 7, 1974. I

The

Our MLA’s,
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Statistical Information - January - June, 2015

Admissions
216

Need
645

Male

Female

Male

Female

156

60

426

219

450
400
350
300
250
Admissions

200

Need

Funding Source - January 1 - June 30, 2015

150
100
50
0
Fee For Service

AHS /
Unavailable

PNHRA /
Unavailable

Drug of Choice

Other

250

200

Region - January 1 - June 30, 2015

150
Admissions
100

Need

50

0
Lloydminster
AB

14

Lloydminster
SK

AB Other

SK Other

Canada Other
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Statistical Information - January - June, 2015
Detox Program
31 Clients

30 Clients

100 Clients
Completion Rate of 73%
Clients Grouped According to Age

%

Age Groupings

17%

18 - 24

35%

25 - 34

Left treatment, various reasons
Client’s decision to leave treatment
Completed Treatment

30%

34 - 44

12%

45 - 54

6.5%

55 - 64

.5%

65 - Over

Residential Program

15 Clients

212

Total

12 Clients

100 Clients
Completion Rate of 92%

Left treatment, various reasons
Client’s decision to leave treatment
Completed Treatment
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reaffirming we are a best-practice

non-profit we may only charge fees

facility that has client health and

solely to recover costs relating to

safety as a top priority. In the wake

treatment.

of this achievement we engaged

appreciates the team at the Thorpe

the services of Angela Chotka of

for being ever diligent at maintaining

Chotka Consulting, a third party

a balanced budget while the passion

consultant to conduct a thorough

and

clinical review of our program model.

team ensures us that the quality of

We also engaged the services of

care and safety of our clients is not

Doreen McCaw to facilitate strategic

compromised in any circumstance.

planning

Currently the financial outlook is

sessions

with

all

and the Board of Directors.

staff
Here,

The Board of Directors

dedication

considered

of

stable;

the

Thorpe

however,

an

opportunities to grow and improve

organization

efficiencies within our departments

cannot

were identified and presently the

client numbers without very strategic

groundwork for these advancements

actions taken by the centre.

of

this

withstand

magnitude

continued

low

is now underway.
Enhancing our programming and
From the clinical review and strategic

elevated fundraising will help to

planning, our focus remains to be

reduce the financial burdens of this

Tom Lysyk

helping more people who struggle

past year. As well, we are currently

with addiction and to do it well.

working on a strategy to fully utilize our

Board Chairman

Trends in addiction treatment tend

property assets in a complimentary

Thorpe Recovery Centre

to

fashion in the addictions and mental

fluctuate

prominent

with

drugs

the
of

economy,

choice

and

health field.

40 years, 12,000 clients and over

research within the field. To remain

120,000 families and friends have

relevant in this field, there will be

On behalf of the Board of Directors,

been

we are excited to see positive growth

at

impacted

the

Thorpe

the

services

enhancements

Recovery

Centre.

accompanied

by

by

services

comprehensive
These

development

of

this

great

of

and

enhancements will elevate Thorpe’s

you, the donors, volunteers, staff,

community partners for ensuring we

profile as a best-practice facility and

referral

could achieve this milestone.

increase the access to our services.

partners for the continued support

donors

staff.

and

training

volunteers,

all

our

Congratulations to the entire span
staff,

of

to

organization.

We are thankful for

sources,

and

community

and dedication with all of this, we are
The past year brought developments

In

outcomes

assured of an additional 40 years of

within the organization that will build

from our strategic planning include

continued, exceptional community

a

another

increased financial stability. Due to

service.

40 years of overcoming addiction

the weak economy of this past year

to improve lives.

we have experienced a reduction

strong

2014
again
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we
by

foundation

were

for

In September of
Accredited

Accreditation

once

Canada,

addition,

expected

in fee-for-service clientel which is
harmful to our bottom line.

As a
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Survived
Addiction!
By Doug Hintz
Lloydminster Times 1994
Drug Awareness Week

Gerry is a recovering drug addict. He
completed an addictions treatment
program at the Thorpe Recovery
Centre in the late 90’s where he
said he found hope and excitement
about finally having the courage to
live a healthy, normal life.
Gerry’s story is a familiar one.

He

first experiemented with drugs in
high school.

“Some pot and hash

on weekends,”he said. But he points
out that it is not where his addiction
began.
In 1982 he was working as a sound
technician.

One of the musicians

he was working with was dealing in
cocaine and asked him if he wanted

to try it. Said Gerry, “It was the trendy

lucky ones. “I was lucky enough to

thing to do in the 80’s. I did it to fit in

have skills that were in demand so

with the whole music scene. I didn’t

that I could keep working. I didn’t

think cocaine was addictive when I

have to turn to crime that a lot of

first tried it. I thought I could try it and

other addicts do”.

then stop. It doesn’t work that way.”
No matter how lucky he was though,
Gerry

quickly

became

addicted

he wasn’t lucky enough to avoid loss.

to the drug, but didn’t feel it was a

He left his job as a sound technician

problem for him until about 1985.

to take a job with an insurance firm in

“When I was working two jobs and still

the hopes that, by getting away from

not having any money, then I thought

the music industry lifestyle, he could

there was a problem. At the worst it

also leave the drugs behind.

was costing me between $700 and
$1,000 a week to support my habit.

The insurance job paid him $50,000

The worst part is that I could have

a year, but when he called from a

the drugs delivered to me within five

detox centre to explain why he would

minutes of making a phone call as

be away from work for a while, they

long as I had the money.”

took the easy way out and included
him in their job cutbacks.

His use

Gerry once stole a T.V. which he sold

of drugs also cost him his wife of 14

for drug money, but in spite of this

years.

he does consider himself one of the

continued: page 22
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Ron & Florence Harris
Ron was involved in the very
first committees which met
to establish the Thorpe and
stayed involved throughout
his life.

Interior main
Thorpe Recov
Lloydminster,

Walter A. Slim Thorpe began
the first Chapter of Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) in Lloydminster
in 1951.

Thorpe Recovery Centre Original
Board of Directors
Back Row L to R: Ron Harris Sr.,
Peter Johnston, Alf Towner, Dr. Ron
Nattress, Bill Rekrutiak
Front Row L to R: John Parker,
Slim Thorpe, Ed Anderson, Angus
Campbell.

He was one of the founding
members of Lloydminster’s first
addictions treatment centre
which would eventually bear his
name.

1975

18

Walter A. “Slim Thorpe passed
away at the age of 90.
Born: 1894
Deceased: 1984

Grand Opening Celebration
From L to R Hon. Mayor Pat
Gulak, Eleanor Thorpe, Jack Allen
and Stuke Wilson.

1988
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We’ve come from 40 years of history
guided by amazing people who had a
vision for addiction treatment. Today,
in 2015 that vision has not changed.
The past has provided our foundation.
Today we know the need is great.
Tomorrow we will stay the course,
continue to follow our vision and be
blessed by the many miracles that
have and will walk through our doors.
Thank you to everyone, staff and clients
who have made the Thorpe Recovery
72 bed facility built
on 34 acres of rural
land.
Dorm rooms are
double occupancy
with wardrobles,
desk, single
beds and shared
bathrooms.

concourse of
very Centre’s
Alberta location.

Centre a special place be.

40 Years, 12,000 Clients and over
120,000 Families and friends have
been impacted by the services at the
Thorpe Recovery Centre.

Thorpe has a number
of meeting and
lecture areas built
to accommodate
various size groups.

In 1988, the Thorpe Recovery
Centre moved into it’s new facility
with 6 detox and 28 treatment
beds. We went from a 21 day
program to 28 days and finally 42
days in this building.

1988

Big windows, lots of
natural light make
our facility a cozy
place for reflection.

In January of 2012 we moved into
our new location just 10 minutes
west of Lloydminster on Highway 16
in the township of Blackfoot, AB

2012

2015

Walter A. “Slim” Thorpe Recovery Centre
40th Anniversary Celebrations
September 15, 17 & 19, 2015
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The Only Constant...Change
When asked to write this article I was tickled pink! I love Thorpe Recovery Centre
(TRC) for several reasons. First of all, I am grateful for the help I received here many
years ago when my world was falling apart due to addiction. A second reason
to love TRC is the tenacity of this agency--changing and growing over many
years, evolving into its current form--a facility housed in an amazing structure on
a piece of land with room to grow. Third is Thorpe’s heart. Our heart comes
not only from staff, management and the board of directors, but from our clients.

Son ja Ha rde r, CACI I
Counsel o r

It is their stories and life changes that motivate us and continue to shape and

T H O R PE R E COV E RY C E N T R E

encourage us. The value of a human

Upon entering Thorpe, turning left

a place to admit a new client or to do

life is immeasurable and we are

one found the main living room

an individual session with residential

privileged to share the journey with

complete with television and 1970’s

client or visitor.

these individuals.

Number four--I

wood and brown plaid furniture, a

counselors and one nurse in 1983,

love, love, love my coworkers! What

large table for twelve to enjoy coffee

Wayne

a bunch of beauties. Several of these

and a visit and the old nurse’s kitchen

Eric Bloch-Hansen and Ron Harris Jr.

folks are dear friends, friends for life.

now housing a pool table and coffee

along with Beth, the RN. These folks

Not everyone can say that about her

area with a fridge for sandwiches and

were the first to train me in the way

coworkers. We are both flawed and

snacks. Many a conversation, good

that I should go and I had a lot to

beautiful.

I remain privileged and

laugh or cry, card game and Marble

learn.

honored to be here. Yes, I love this

Ceremony were held in this area over

place.

the years.

McKnight,

I remember four
Daryl

Arneson,

Visitors spent time here

Looking to one’s right was a long hall

with staff, clients or hanging out to

with the patient office on the right

Picture

support their own recovery. Homeless

and a two-bed detox unit on the left.

the main floor of an old two-story

men and women came to have a

Next right was the Director’s office

nurses’ residence attached to the

sandwich and coffee, to talk sobriety

where Bill Hewitt hung his hat. Three or

local hospital on Thorpe’s level, by a

or just get some kind attention while

four person dorms encompassed the

pedway. Up a set of stairs from the

they received physical sustenance.

next section on either side of the hall.

From the beginning then:

building’s main entrance were the

Our lecture room faced the street on

doors into Thorpe. The second story

Straight ahead from the entrance

the right and across the hall was a

was still used as a nurse’s residence

was the secretary’s office. I watched

small room with a couch and chairs

and rented to an occasional Thorpe

many kind and helpful woman come

used for counseling and individual

employee. The basement was home

and go from this room:

Debbie

sessions. Bathrooms followed on the

to a Saskatchewan Mental Health

Hunter, Robin Pannenbecker and a

left and on the right we would find the

counseling unit and had a large

young women named Carrie who’s

nurse’s office. Finally the counseling

empty room that was used by local

last name escapes me.

staff’s office fondly nicknamed “The

12 Step groups.

office was used on evenings and

Snake Pit”.

weekends by the counseling staff as

with file cabinets, desks and bodies.
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A narrow room, it was big enough

the 24 hour phone line and attempt

later still we had to take the smoking

for a single bed, desk and dresser

individual

outside.

at some point in history.

needed.

did

shift

reports,

Here we

paperwork

hand, pen and paper).

(by

counseling

sessions

as

Additionally, visitors were

welcome daily until 10:00 p.m. Whew!

Next to it

The treatment program expanded
to three and then four weeks over

was a single-bed set up for an extra

George Hougham worked in the

several years. 12 Step groups were

client or a staff member stranded by

outpatient office in 1982 and he

able to utilize space in our facility

the weather. At the far end of the

helped me to see my life through

and bring the message of recovery

building were the cook’s kitchen and

new eyes.

to our clients.

a dining area. Clients did dishes as

hadn’t seen my best day yet and

became a reality and then they were

one of their chores back then.

he was right. Many best days have

discontinued.

come since. George ran a women’s

to walk to local 12 Step meetings

group and helped many of us find

unsupervised until supervised outings

And that was it, the whole enchilada;

a way out of dysfunctional patterns

became the norm.

a

a

of living. George helped to save my

of our time in this building, we had

repurposed building. Our treatment

life. Until a social worker sent me to

two

program was 2 weeks long, coed,

see George, I had no idea the Walter

of four counselors each

consisting of ten or fewer lectures,

A. “Slim” Thorpe Recovery Centre

added a house trailer converted into

individual counseling and 12 Step

existed.

two-person dorms for added client

meetings. Clients had the freedom

myself and my two little boys!

Ms

Hawkins was the cook.

bare

bones

beginning

in

George always told I

What a life changer for

to go shopping, walked to meetings

Clients

counseling

space.

Weekend passes
continued

Near the end

teams

consisting
and we

As we got ready to move

to the Blackfoot location our staff

unsupervised and had to be in by

In 1988, we made the move to a

base grew and grew.

10:00 p.m. Counseling staff worked

brand new, larger facility built behind

office with six others. Yikes! We were

shift work consisting of seven day

the Wayside Inn Hotel.

splitting at the seams both staff and

shifts followed by three days off, seven

beds connected to the nurse’s office

evening shifts with four days off then

adjacent to the main desk for easy

five nights and two days off. Casual

supervision of our sickest clients. We

More recently, we arrived at our

staff worked weekend night shifts, the

had both a main lecture room and

current location in Blackfoot. It’s hard

position I started out in as of January

one for detox programming, a Thorpe

to believe we are in our 4th year here.

1983. I do not miss shift work at all!

first!

I

Gosh things were pretty casual then.

television room and recreation room.

by the sheer space; navigating this

Clients from remote communities

Five counselors enjoyed a spacious

huge facility was challenging. There

were especially happy to do their

office and our outpatient office

is no PA (public address) system so if

shopping in the great metropolis of

was easily accessed near the main

you want to find someone you’re on

Lloydminster. (Occasionally we were

entrance. We now had a boardroom

the trail by foot or phone. I got lost

unsure if an addiction was truly at the

off the director’s office and rooms

a lot in the beginning and I wasn’t

root of their attendance in treatment.)

to spare. Our dining room was huge

alone. Prior to this newest place, we

Weekday evenings and night shifts as

and we had a fabulous kitchen and

counselors complained ad-nauseum

well as weekends were managed by

large yard for our clients to enjoy. We

about our offices and having no

one staff person each shift. That had

could smoke in the building, even

space or windows.

its challenges when trying to monitor

in our offices still.

Later we could

both now; floor to ceiling windows

the building and clients, answering

only smoke in the dining room and

and each an office of our own. Oh

Six detox

Our basement housed the

I shared an

client wise.

remember

being

overwhelmed

Well we have
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how happy some of us were to have

What’s changed is we now find cell

Gambling problems, eating disorders

a quiet space to do paperwork! We

phones and mp3 players, that’s the

and sex addiction - we see it all. We

left the old space with room for six

greatest difference. People come to

are here to help. We do not have all

detox and 28 treatmnt beds that were

treatment hurting, angry, in denial,

the answers; we do have compassion,

often full with client hopefuls put on a

feeling defeated and/or hopeful.

knowledge and skills to share.

waiting list. Today we have 72 beds

They come to save their jobs and

desire is to help our clients overcome

in total. Our treatment program has

relationships, to deal with legal issues,

their addictions to improve their own

expanded to six weeks with extensions

to be present for thier children, to

lives; this is a collaborative effort. From

available when necessary and/or

stay alive to see another day, to grow

the administration department to the

possible. Our detox unit holds 12 beds

and move forward. Whether a client

kitchen staff, the maintenance to the

and we have medically supported

shows up oozing Aqua Velva through

medical team as well as clinical staff,

detox available. Three lecture rooms

their

another

we draw on each team member to

and a gym and workout rooms allow

substance is of no consequence.

do the work involved in providing

for an expanded program.

People with addiction are the same

therapeutic assistance to our diverse

as persons with cancer, diabetes,

client community. Let’s face it folks,

I will close with a word about why we

multiple sclerosis or dementia. They

we all need a helping hand in this

are all here, Clients. Fellow human

have been hijacked by a condition

journey down the pathway of life.

beings on the path of life, hurting due

that is treatable and years of blessed

May each of us enjoy the privilege,

to a disease so often denied, ignored

continuous remission can be theirs

the honour of helping someone else

or misunderstood.

to experience.

and of being helped ourselves, as

The clients who

pores

or

high

on

These persons are

arrived at our doors in the early days

often

are not so different from those we

by stereotypes and reactions from

see today.

others who don’t know what to say or

checks

When we do luggage

during intake we continue

misunderstood,

impacted

Our

we share the road toward a better
tomorrow.

how to do to help.

to find contraband articles such
as substances and paraphernalia.

...continued from

SURVIVED ADDICTION Page 17

For the first two years of his addiction he managed to

After 12 years of doing drugs and living the lifestyle,

keep it from his wife. Eventually she did find out about it,

Gerry has seen many things that no one should ever

but still stuck by his side for the next six years. “She was

have to see.

afraid that we wouldn’t have enough money, which we
never did and she was afraid of what it was doing to me.

“I saw a man hit another over the head with a rock

She just didn’t know where to go for help. She finally

for $30,” he said. “I have seen people suffer seizures

realized that my disease was terminal and that I was

from a cocaine overdoes..” Some of his addict friends

probably going to end up dead, so she had to leave, I

committed suicide because they couldn’t stand it

don’t blame her.”

anymore.

Gerry himself admits that he was nearly

talked into prostitution in order to make more money to
buy drugs.
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Alcoholism is a disease; however as with any
addiction there are deep emotions that must be

The Emotional
Impact of
Alcoholism.

addressed in order to achieve true sobriety.

Some

people believe that if you quit smoking your problems
are over, but that could not be farther from the truth.
I have seen my husband go through the “dry drunk”
stage several times when he tried to quit drinking on
his own and the only difference between drinking and
not drinking was no alcohol was being ingested. His
behaviours remained the same.
In order to live a truly sober life you must be willing to
follow a program like AA because it shows you how to
heal from the inside out.
Alcoholism has a deep emotional impact on the
alcoholic; however it also has just as deep of one
on the spouse and family. When you have someone
that has lied, abandoned, manipulated and hurt you
repeatedly for many, many years it isn’t as simple as
putting down the bottle and saying “okay everything
is great now!” It is a long hard emotional road to get
through all the wreckage that is in your path. Sometimes
it takes years to rebuild what was destroyed and
sometimes unfortunately there is no way to repair it.
Sometimes people have to salvage what they can and
more on.
Alcoholism is a very selfish disease, but it rarely affects
just one person. My own personal experience with
emotional damage caused by my husband’s alcoholism
is far greater than anyone could ever imagine. If you
are lucky enough to have your spouse still with you then

By Harmony Rose
Author of “Married Under the Influence”
Finalist for the National Indie Excellence
Award. She is also the wife of a
reovering alcoholic and a mom and
stepmom.

you already know that being sober is simply not enough.
When you make your amends it is usually the first
opportunity that you have had without your drinking
goggles off to really see all the damage you created
and it is heart braking for you. Alcohol numbs you to
the realities that were occurring while you were drinking
and how to feel all the years of pain it is sometimes too
much for one person to bare and you have to take it one
moment at a time.
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My husband is almost three years sober now and I
wouldn’t be honest with you if I said that the emotional
damage still doesn’t haunt me at times, but it is no longer a
daily issue. I couldn’t tell you that all my triggers are gone
because they are not. I can also say that you do heal more

RECOVE RY CE NTRE

every single day. Some days it may not seem that way, but
this is what I have learned being the spouse of an alcoholic:
surrender and forgiveness are important for you. Like the Serenity Prayer says, “accept the things I cannot change”: you
won’t change what happened, but you can change what
happens from here on out. You have the ability to use your
pain and turn it into the lesson life is teaching you. It can be
a very humbling experience.
All those emotions come at you like a freight train, but
believe me that you are strong enough even in your
weakest moments to get through it. Nobody can fix it for
you, but you also don’t have to do it alone. I would have
never have thought looking back almost three years ago
that I could be as strong as I am today. I went from being
a defeated, deeply hurt woman contemplating taking a
handful of pills to stop the pain to being a voice for those
who still suffer.

I put myself out there to be an example

for other spouses, families and alcoholics to see that you
are not alone and you have no reason to feel ashamed.
Helping someone else when you are hurting is probably one
of the greatest things you can do for yourself and for another
individual. You might save their life and not even know it.
Allowing yourself to heal is a great gift.

Sometimes

you have to sacrifice everything in order to achieve
anything!

Life is about giving and helping others, going

the extra mile to make your spouse feel safe, proving every
day that you are a person that can be trusted. Today I am
happier than I have ever been; my husband is the absolute
love of my life and my best friend. We are blessed to be one
of the miracles they talk about in AA. Today I stand tall and
proud side by side with my husband and I am not ashamed
to say “he is an alcoholic and this is our story about how we
make it out the other side of alcoholisim together”.
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The best
view
comes
after the
hardest
climbs.
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It Is the People...
...That Give it Life.
By Faye Diacon
Admissions Coordinator
Thorpe Recovery Centre

A need, a vision, a reality. 40 years ago a small group

of the bench at the front desk - clients and staff

of people in Lloydminster and area saw a need, they

sitting there talking, thinking or people waiting to be

had a vision for a treatment centre and now 40 years

admitted.

later we are celebrating...not the need, not the vision,
but the reality. The reality of having provided quality

Although the building carried many memories, it

programs and services for 40 years.

was the people in the building that gave it life. Over
12,000 people have spent some time at Thorpe. Most

March 1996 saw the start of my journey with the Thorpe

entered into either detox or the residential treatment

Recovery Centre as a practicum student coming out

program and countless more accessing our outpatient

of the Rehabilitation Program at Lakeland College. I

services. Most came willingly through the doors, but

remember that first morning like it was yesterday. The

not everyone was so willing! I remember a past client

clients were gathered outside the front doors smok-

came through the doors one evening with his younger

ing. I was nervous as I walked by this group of people.

brother by the ear. He marched him into my office and

Some of them offered me a cheerful good morning,

said, “you guys fixed me, now fix him”. After chatting it

most were too busy talking to notice me. Little did I

was pretty apparent the younger brother didn’t want

know that day would be the start of not just a 6 week

to be “fixed” just yet. Big brother and I chatted about

learning opportunity, but of a lengthy career and a

Al-Anon meetings and the Serenity Prayer.

journey of learning, understanding, acceptance and
healing.

Many of our clients are repeat clients, coming back
over and over again. Each time they come back they

Having had the pleasure of almost 20 years at TRC, I

are welcomed and treated with respect. It doesn’t

often reflect on where we were then, where we are

matter how many how many times they had been

now and where we hope to be in the future.

there. As long as there is still a willingness of a desire
to stop using/drinking, they are welcomed back.

Where We Were
So many memories of the old building. The 5 steps

One of the greatest pleasures over the years has been

we had to walk up to get through the front doors,

to watch people go through the treatment program

the circular driveway where many people would just

only later to become staff at Thorpe. How very proud

drive in and out again...without stopping. Perhaps too

of them we are, to have the courage to admit to this

scared to get out and take that next step. Memories

disease, go through treatment, work their program
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(many go on to further their formal

January 2012 we moved into the

cold water reversed, rooms without

education) and then to give back by

facility in Blackfoot. The excitement

heat or too much heat...this all took

becoming staff.

How rewarding to

of the staff and the clients that day

time to sort out.

see where they were and where they

was unbelievable. Staff having their

have a sense of humour as we went

are now - it just doesn’t get any better

own offices, no longer having to

through the past few years, but now

than this.

share 4-5 counselors to a tiny office.

it does feel like home.

It sure helped to

Clients didn’t have 5 people in a dorm
The program has evolved over the
years I have been here. There was a
3 week long chemical dependency
program and then a week of gambling
program when I started. Thorpe was
one of the very first treatment centres
that

offered

in Canada.

gambling

treatment

During the time when

VLTs were being introduced into AB
and SK Thorpe recognized there was
going to be huge fallout from these
machines.

And there was...they

came in droves. Every bed filled and
a wait list as long for the gambling
program.
Slowly we started to realize that
longer programming was needed.
Our

clients

complicated
needs.

came

in

lives

and

with

very

The most important people at the Thorpe are the clients. It is up to us to give
each person who enters our doors the best possible environment to begin
their journey toward sobriety.

complex

We introduced the 4 week

anymore...2 people per room.

An

Where We Are Now

long program with overwhelming

abundance of natural sunlight, the

Having settled in, we are focused

agreement that longer is better. A

roominess, the quiet areas, the gym;

on providing quality programming.

few years later we shifted gears

all these and more were than most of

Our 6 week long Addictive Disorders

again and went to the 6 week long

us could grasp. It was fabulous.

Program, our 4 day Family Program

program and a rolling admission.

and

our

medically

supported

The first few years in this building has

detox are the main services Thorpe

With bursting seams in our building in

had its own challenges. As with any

currently

Lloydminster it became apparent we

new building you never really know

Program offers clients who have had

needed to do something soon. Staff

what’s working (or not) until you

a slip an opportunity to come back

were encouraged to dream about

move in and start to live in it. The size

to reconnect with their recovery. We

a new building and dream we did.

of it presented us with the challenge

have also offered an Intensive Sex

Much planning and fundraising and

of where everything was. It took me

Addiction Workshop for men several

changing the blueprints (many times)

a week to find the way to the gym.

times in the past. These services and

saw the dream start to take shape.

Bathrooms without doors, hot and

the outstanding staff are what has
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helped Thorpe maintain its positive

treatment. Whether it is a hug when

to not let this horrible disease take

reputation. We are hearing from new

needed or a “kick in the pants” also

one more life.

referrals who are starting to send their

when needed the staff are second to

clients to Thorpe. These referrals and

none. They celebrate successes, but

Congratulations to Thorpe and all

our existing loyal referrals are helping

they very much agonize when we

its staff over the years.

us to expand and grow.

hear someone didn’t make it. Over

more years...one day at a time.

They are

seeing the quality that is Thorpe.

Here’s to 40

and over again we hear the program
and staff are amazing.
Points to Ponder

One of the biggest fears moving
from our small cozy centre to our

One thing we can always count on at

Approximately 21.6% of Canadians (about 6

large facility was we would lose the

Thorpe is change. It we ask our clients

million people) met the criteria for a substance use

“heart” of what is Thorpe. The heart

to make to make changes then we

of Thorpe is the staff and clients...how

too must continue to change to be

People with substance use problems are up to 3

they interact with each other and

better at what we do.

times more likely to have a mental illness. (CAMH)

how much the staff truly care about

disorder during their lifetime. (Stats Canada)

Substance

Some Last Words

walk through the doors. It seems the

Many people say it takes a special

“heart” of Thorpe moved with us and

person

is alive and thriving in our new home.

alcoholics. You must have patience,

to

work

abuse

does

not

discrimminate.

Addiction is an equal opportunity destroyer not

recovery and about the clients who

with

addicts/

empathy, heart and many more
We have some of the best staff here.

qualities. But, most of all you have

Many times the staff are seen going

to want to make a difference in

over and above to provide good

someone’s life and you have to want

only preying on the homeless living on the streets or
people struggling economically, but also the white
collared, financially secure and middle class.
Drug abuse kills about 200,000 people worldwide
each year, according to a new United Nations (UN)
report.

Global treatment for drug abuse would

cost $250 billion per year if everyone who needed
help received proper care, according to the UN.

Find us on
facebook!
Thorpe provides innovative, client centered addiction
services for individuals and families through an
integrated continuum of care. With this in mind we
are always growing, ever changing.

https://www.facebook.com/thorperecoverycentre
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40 years seems like a long time to
remember in most respects, but in some
instances seem like yesterday. I remember
feeling like I had so much to learn, even
after 25 years of varied experience.
We were given two weeks experience at various Rehab
facilities and got some knowledge about the disease of
Alcoholism. We learned that it is ‘A Disease of Denial’
which means the patient does not know they have it and
won’t even accept the diagnosis. I remember thinking
‘Wow’ this might be more difficult than I imagined. After a
class I gave one day on the stages of addiction, a young
First Nations lad from Lac La Ronge went by me and angrily
said to me “You didn’t need to talk about me like that”. It
had hit a nerve and we were getting it right.
Looking after those in acute intoxication was challenging
and we knew the serious nature of this phase of recovery.
It could be fatal if not very carefully, so all vital signs
needed close watching. I remember once such case that
we sent to the hospital, when upon returning, he told me
he was glad to get back and leave the “pink alligator”
that was in bed with him at the hospital. He was deadly
serious and I told him “you should have a rope around its

To Live and love
one day at a
time.
By D o rot hy H i l l , R N
T h o r p e Re cove r y Ce nt re, 1974

neck and brought it over we could have used it around
here”. One day we gathered a lot of magazines and had
everyone take a paper bag and cut out and put inside
what they liked, on the outside was suppose to give clues
as to who they were as a person. We had several white
ladies and several native ladies. The results were amazing,
each participant had almost the exact same values and
needs. It seemed to meld the residents together for their
time here. In those days we started our day with a prayer
as we knew we needed help to accomplish the job at
hand.
We recognized the power of AA and Al Anon and strongly
recommended all of our residents and their families to
attend. Both of those 12 Step programs work wonders if
followed and can be available everywhere. We did not
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teach the program, but encouraged

helpful to find out firsthand how the

to each person attending the Farm

residents to accept the first step --

step program worked.

Exhibition in Regina and Saskatoon. I

God grant me the power to accept

often wonder if it did any good, but

the things I cannot change (the

Our Director Alf Towner suddenly

someone somewhere told me “If you

addiction) the courage to change

passed away and I was asked to

plant a seed don’t keep digging it up

the things I can (myself) and the

be Acting Director. I accepted this

to see if it is growing.”

wisdom to know the difference. We

thinking it would be only for a short

also encouraged the ‘Let Go and Let

while, but lasted almost a year.

I

One of the questions I was asked to

God’ work in their lives. I had this in

was asked during this time to be the

address was if I had learned anything

my head, but maybe not in my heart

Director and had a hard decision to

of consequence while working at the

and felt a bit uncomfortable advising

make as I loved my job.

Thorpe Recovery Centre. Here is my

this. This was soon to end.

considered made me decline. I wore

answer.

a few other hats on a busy farm. One

•

All things

I found out it is necessary to be

Alcohol addiction raised its ugly

thing that is great is to meet a person

head in our own family and I found

we worked with there and there is

myself tearful at an Al Anon meeting.

an immediate glow of remembering

that nobody makes me angry,

The 12 Step program made it clear

and joy at being together again. We

sad, etc. I allow it to happen.

I could no longer point my finger at

have a bond that seems not to break.

honest with yourself.
•

•

any one else for not being perfect. I

I was responsible for my emotions,

If faced with difficult decisions
KISS it (Keep it Simple Stupid).

also found out that it got rid of a lot

After resigning as Director I still

of garbage collected along the road

worked as a volunteer in a Family

of life.

All my experience did not

Program. It was during this time that

•

To believe in miracles.

help our addicted one so I had to Let

I was asked to present a talk on how

•

To have faith in a Higher Power

Go and Let God work after turning it

alcohol affects farm families at a

over in prayer. I finally felt the power

National Conference in Brandon.

I

•

To not be critical of others.

of God’s Holy Spirit and could now

called it “Booze Behind the Barn”. I

•

Tough love when needed.

say to Let Go with confidence. How

was very nervous doing this, but

•

To live and love one day at a

kind He was to have me end up as a

once again relied on the Holy Spirit

nurse at the Recovery Centre. I might

to guide me. The presentation was

Do I always follow all of the above?

not have survived or acted with

accepted warmly and I was asked

No, I am still a work in progress at 85.

confidence when needed. It was so

if it could be reprinted and given

Not all pain is physical.

•

Love is the only way we can
encourage change.

than myself.

time.

RECOVERY CENTRE

Don’t deal with your addiction alone.
Let us help you.
www.thorperecoverycentre.org - 780.875.8890 - info@thorperecoverycentre.org
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The Stigma of

Recovery
By Sanderson Layng
President, Canadian Centre for
Abuse Awareness.

I was intrigued and
delighted to see the
recent Mental Health
media campaign
championed by Bell
Media do so well.

about mental health as provided by

Why then, has it taken so long for us

CAMH, Canada’s leading hospital for

to get on top of such a critical issue

mental health, tell an astounding story.

in our society and our economy?
We all report to survey companies

•

•

•

Mental illness is the leading cause

that the economy is one of our top

of disability and premature death

concerns, yet we burn through all this

in Canada.

mental health money every year as if

70% of mental health problems

we didn’t care.

and

illnesses

onset

during

have

their

childhood

or

We care alright, but what we care

adolescence.

about more is not having to peek

$51,000,000,000 is the estimated

behind the curtain to see the reality

significant

cost per year of mental illness

of what this says about our society,

funds and brought about much

to the Canadian economy (yes,

our norms, values and beliefs.

needed awareness of the subject.

that’s $51 billion).

would rather spend the money and

The

campaign

raised

It particularly made great strides in

500,000 Canadians are unable

go without all the things it could pay

addressing the stigma attached to

to

week

for, then complain about the misuse

mental health issues - something that

because

illness.

of funds by government as if that was

has been too long in coming. The stats
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are sticky. They are the wet spot in our

and alcoholics in this way.

“Living

and in a downward spiral (sometimes

denial blanket. But we would rather

Clean Living Well” is a live interactive

with no return). How do you build any

try to hide it, than get our hands dirty

television

public sympathy for that group? And

and deal with the consequences, as

addiction and mental health issues

we pretend it doesn’t exist - not in our

every week on Canadian television.

families, not with people we know,

The show says it’s the only one of its

Those in recovery are people who

not with me!

kind on Canadian TV - why is that?

have moved beyond “How they

Drug and alcohol issues are generally

got there” to “Where am I going

regarded as costing our corporate

now?” It is a triumph of the human

structures up to 10% of their revenue.

spirit, and a physical and emotional

Is that not important enough?

accomplishment for which we usually

So, congrats, Bell Media - well done.
Now, why do we not see campaigns

show

that

addresses

like this for those who are recovery
from drug and alcohol addictions?

who wants to be lumped in?

give gold medals. But there is seldom
Is the courage of those fighting

any coverage of the podium. No one

back from an addiction not as big

recognizes the achievement except

a struggle as someone overcoming

those who have run the course or

a mental health issue? Are addicts

have had to reluctantly stand along

are people who have

the poor cousin? In short, yes. The

the route, such as family members

moved beyond ‘How

perception for many is that addiction

and friends.

is a self-inflected wound. It is the result

doesn’t even show up for the prize,

they got there’ to

of an individual’s self indulgence and

because they don’t want anyone to

‘Where am I going

not a disease - not an illness that is

know that they were “One of those”

visited upon the individual beyond

- those self centred, self obsessed

now?’ It is a triumph of

their circumstances of control.

people who don’t consider all the

the human spirit, and a

Consider the case of the person who

physical and emotional

is hurt in an accident and prescribed

The self-image of the addict or the

accomplishment...”

an opiate for pain by their doctor

alcoholic is the biggest obstacle,

(who wouldn’t steer them wrong),

and public events like Recovey Day

only to find them five years later still

are starting to change this imagery.

on the pain medication and securely

But it’s going to take a PR campaign

Surely the stigma is similar and in

addicted.

These folks are now

of some magnitude to change the

some cases, the two are closely

lumped in with the recreational drug

image and that will only happen

related.

But no one is stepping

user that overdid it and took the easy

when everyone is willing to stand up

forward to tell the story of addicts

way out, only to end up addicted

and cheer.

“Those in recovery

Sometimes, the victor

lives they took down with them.

Thorpe Recovery Centre has a Medically Supported Detox Unit to
help our clients during those first critical days of sobriety. Clients
are monitored 24/7 to ensure the safety of their safety.

Call Today.
780.875.8890

It takes COURAGE
to take that first step.
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Thank You
To all of our supporters, volunteers and Friends of
Recovery.

Our vision of “Overcoming Addiction to

Improve Lives” was developed 40 years ago and still
remains the same today.
It is because of your support and gifts that we have
been able to help over 500 adults between 2014 - 2015.
It is important to remember you are not just helping the
client who completes our program, but also impacting
their families, friends, employers.

Substance abuse,

as well as process addictions like the treatment of
gambling and sex addiction are insidious in their attack
on our society.
During 2014 - 2015 donations were made to the Thorpe
Recovery Centre totaling $50,801.00! We are so thankful.

Thank You to our Friends of Recovery
Automated Tank Manufacturing

Donation Distribution 2014 - 2015

Dean & Flica Olson
Denham Chrysler Jeep
Doug & Marg Gilby

General Fund
Building & Capital

Faye & Jack Diacon

Client Services
Health & Wellness Initative

Howard & Alice Staniforth
Knights of Columbus / Lloydminster Counsil #3553
Joanne Wright
Mosaic Church
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 39, Vegreville
Sara Cawsey
Shoppers Drug Mart #335 Lloyd Mall
Tracy Carmelo
United Way of Calgary, Donor Choice Program
United Way of N.B.C., Donor Choice Program
United Way of Toronto, Donor Choice Program
United Way of Victoria, Donor Choice Program
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Thank you to the United Way of Lloydminster & Area for
the $19,800 grant to begin our much needed Health

&

Wellness Initiative. It is our goal to raise $50,000 by
September 30, 2015 for this initiative to so that we can
continue to provide this type of programming. This is
really the start of a whole new life for our clients. One
that can be healthy, happy and sober.
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Why Suppport Our
Health & Wellness Program?
• Nutrition
• Physical
• Psychological
• Emotional
• Spiritual
A holistic approach to sobriety and recovery.

Yes! I want to Change Someone’s Life through the Health & Wellness Initiative:
☐ Please accept my one time gift of: ☐ $100

☐ $75

☐ $50

☐ $25

☐ Other: $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

☐ I’ve enclosed my cheque made payable to the Walter A. “Slim” Thorpe Recovery Centre Society.
I want to give HOPE and support the

☐ I prefer to use my ☐ Visa

☐ Master Card

Card Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiry (MM/YY): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Thorpe Recovery Centre with a gift of
$ _________ each month.

Name on Card: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: (DD/MM/YY)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I authorize to be contacted by phone
and/or email by the Thorpe Recovery

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Centre to complete my monthly

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

donation transaction.
My void cheque is enclosed. To

☐ Keep me updated by email.
☐ I authorize the Thorpe Recovery Centre to publish my name as a donor.

complete this transaction, contact me
by:
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The Thorpe Recovery Centre is committed to protecting your privacy. We will not publish your name as a donor

Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

unless granted the permission to do so. Please review our privacy policy online at www.thorperecoverycentre.org.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Thorpe Recovery Centre, P.O. Box 291 Blackfoot, Alberta T0B 0L0 1-877-895-8890
thorperecoverycentre.org/make-a-donation.html Charitable Registration No. 108189093 RR0001

_________________________________
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Family Recovery
Means Children, Too!

“Children from addicted families have learned to survive by

by Timmen L. Cermack, MD

suppressing their emotions. They are told that their perceptions
are wrong and that their feelings are not acceptable. “

A. Understanding the problems of

blame and often feel responsible for

is

Children from Addicted Families.

parent’s addiction. They become little

homes, children experience a daily

adults that feel compelled to accept

environment of inconsistency, chaos,

responsibilities well beyond their years.

fear,

In the US, 20 million children are
experiencing

physical,

verbal

and

traumatic.

abandonment,

In

these

denial

real or potential violence.

and

Survival

emotional abuse from parents who

One authority on these matters, Dr. Tim

becomes a full time job.

are addicted to alcohol and/or drugs.

Cermack, says children from addicted

leads to a condition called “psychic

This is tragic when we consider that

homes actually suffer from emotional

numbing” experienced as a sense of

childhood is the foundation on which

and

that

estrangement and being detached to

our entire lives are built. When a child’s

are best described as a combination

the point of feeling there is no place

efforts to bond with an addicted

of codependency and a variant of

or group to which we truly belong.

parent are thwarted, the result is

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.

Emotions

confusion and intense anxiety. In order

is most widely known as a malady

especially in the areas where intimacy,

to survive in a home devoid of healthy

afflicting war veterans. According to

tenderness and sexuality are involved.

parental love, limits and consistency,

Dr Cermack it...

It is any wonder that these children

psychological

symptoms

PTSD

they must develop “survival skills” very
early in life.

become

PTSD also

constricted,

are eight times more like to become
“...occurs when people are subject to

addicts themselves or to marry an

stresses of such intensity and nature

alcoholic or drug addict.

In a chaotic, dysfunctional family,

that they clearly lie outside the range

the lack of external control through

of normal human experiences.

consistent loving and discipline results

effects are especially severe if the

in an inability to develop internal

stress is caused by a series of traumatic

discipline and self control. They learn

events and is of human origin.

The

1.

Guessing at what is normal.

not to depend on their parents to

effects are even more sever is the

2.

Difficulty having fun.

meet their needs - instead, it is all up to

individual under stress has rigid coping

3.

Judging themselves mercilessly.

themselves. And, because they can’t

strategies, or if the person’s support

4.

Difficulty with emotional

trust their own parents, they become

system includes those who encourges

generally suspicious and mistrustful

denial of the stress.”

of all human beings.

The

1

B. Common Struggles of Children from
Alcoholic/Drug Addicted Homes:

relationships.
5.

Yet, they are

defenseless against the projection of

34

certainly

Feeling “different” from other
people.

Growing up in an alcoholic family

6.

Tendency to be impulsive.

THORPE RECOVERY CENTRE
7.

8.

9.
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Either super responsible or super

interaction

and

irresponsible.

to observe them in action as they

Desperately seeking approval

relate to others.

and affirmation.

be

Suffering from chronic anxiety.

because they have learned their

extremely

the

opportunity

Opening up can

difficult,

D. Some Other Suggestions

1.

especially

Learn more about alcohol and
drug addiction and its impact
on children.

10. Lacking self discipline.

entire lives that they must protect

11. Compulsive liars.

their families secrets. They can feel

themselves and that it is OK to

12. Suffering from a critical

like traitors, betraying their family

think about their own safety

and the illusion that everything is all

when

right at home.

situations.

deficiency of self respect.
13. Fear and mistrust for authority
figures.

Children from addicted families have

2.

learn

faced

to

take

with

care

of

dangerous

3.

Help them to learn to have fun.

4.

Talk

learned to survive by suppressing
They are told that

Help

about

honesty

and

its

rewards.

C. Healing Begins by “Breaking the

their emotions.

5.

Bring them to structured support

Alcoholic Family Rules”

their perceptions are wrong and that

groups where they can share

their feelings are not acceptable. So,

their experiences with others.

Early intervention significantly lessens

we need to let them know that it’s OK

the life-long effects of a traumatic

to have feelings and that they won’t

1

childhood. These rules, according to

be rejected for having them.

Adult Children of Alcoholics, Health

Timmen L. Cermack, MD, A Primer on

Claudia Black in her book It will Never

communications, Pompano Beach,

Happen to Me are “don’t trust, don’t

FL, 1985.

feel, don’t talk.”

The

first

need

of

children

from

addicted families is to learn that they
are just normal kids who have been
trying to cope in a extremely stressful
and chaotic environment.

While

their alcoholic home is not normal,
they are normal kids. Their biggest
problem is usually not having anyone
they trust with whom to they can talk
openly about how they feel and what
they are experiencing.

Opening

up and sharing from the heart in a
safe atmosphere is a tremendously
healing

experience.

We

must

make sure to provide time for such
experiences. Still, it may take quite
a while to gain the trust of children
from

troubled

families.

Usually

they need enough non-confrontive
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THORPE RECOVERY CENTRE

FALL 2015

40
th

Anniversary Celebration!
September 17 & 19, 2015

RECOVERY CENTRE

Overcoming Addiction to Improve Lives
Thorpe Recovery Centre
Celebration Pancake
Breakfast

Thorpe Recovery Centre
40th Anniversary
Celebration Luncheon

Thursday, September 17

Saturday, September 19

Doors Open:
6:30 am - 10:30 am

Legacy
Doors
Open:Centre
10:30 am
5101 - 46 Street, Lloydminster

Lloydminster Legacy Centre
5101 - 46 Street, Lloydminster

FREE Pancake Breakfast
Short presentation on 40 years
of helping people experience
a new life in sobriety.
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Thursday, September 17

Thorpe Recovery Centre
FREE West
* FREE
Gymnasium,
Entrance
Tickets: $25.00
Doors
Open:
$15.00 donation
to the
Wellness Initiative
included
in ticket
6:30
am - price.
(A Tax Receipt will be issued for the
$15.00 contribution.)

Guest Speakers
Scott and Anne Oake

Guest Speakers: Scott and
Anne Oake Gemini Award
winner Scott Oake best
known as a reporter for
Hockey Night in Canada and
most recently SportsNet, has,
like so many other parents
suffered a fatal loss of a child
to addiction. Join us as Scott
and his wife Anne share their
story.

